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Prevent special characters in page names is not effective when using using multilingual

Status
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Subject
Prevent special characters in page names is not effective when using using multilingual

Version
22.x

Category
- Error
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- Feature request

Feature
Wiki Syntax (text area, parser, external wiki, etc)
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New
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Rating
★★★★★ (0)

Description
On a multilingual Tiki 22 with "Prevent special characters in page names" enabled and "Wiki link format" set to relaxed. (multilingual is important factor here, it is because you have many languages with accent or non-latin characters)

This is working Tiki and Virtualmin interop
This is not working Tiki, Virtualmin intérop and more and m’ore and גא א

On dev "Wiki link format" is set to complete" so it is correctly displayed

Having a comma or a quote in the title of a page will break future usage of the page name as link.
(wiki link)
The user has no warning about this and it gives a very bad user experience.

1. Warning on edit/rename

When renaming or naming (edit) a page the editor should be warned: "you are about to save this
name for the page and it contains xxxx those character(s) may forbid..."

1. Warning on using wiki link syntax

It should be forbidden (or at least a warning) for an editor to create a wiki link in a page that contain such characters to prevent breakage and bad user experience.

Importance
5

Easy to solve?
5

Priority
25

Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)

This bug has been demonstrated on show2.tikiwiki.org
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